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as in duodenal ulcer, if it fails partial gastrectomy is
recommended, for much the same reasons. A
similar rationale is applied to the treatment of
oesophageal varices which bleed. In these patients
the author uses the medical methods which he has
found effective in peptic oesophagitis, believing that
healthy varices do not bleed.
The half tone drawings of the exposure of

pharynx for diverticulum could be clearer; a trans-
verse section gives a better idea of this approach to
those who do not know it. The other diagrams and
the many excellent X-ray photographs are a fine
collection and will enable the surgeon in training to
recognize the appearances in his own patients.

Carcinoma is described at length. A new concept
appears on almost every page; from these emerges
a clearer picture of the disease, a gloomy one it is
true. A chapter on the treatment of cancer of the
oesophagus in general brings out the special dis-
tinctions and difficulties of particular sites and
patients. Special methods for the cervical oeso-
phagus are discussed, and the difficulty of the left-
sided approach for growths near the aorta. The
right-sided approach, though it gives perfect
oesophageal exposure, completely excludes the
stomach from the field and since no local reconstruc-
tion of the thoracic oesophagus has yet been success-
ful the abdominal stage is essential. Changes in
position cannot be accepted during these operations.
The disturbance is too great. The technique for
primary oesophageal growths is therefore a left
thoracic or thoraco-abdominal resection with
gastro-oesophageal anastortosis.

Growths of the cardia need more than this; the
block dissection as described by Allison of oeso-
phagus, stomach, spleen and pancreas is seen to be
the only possible extirpation for cancer in this site.
Unexpectedly the results are proving to be rather
better than those of radical oesophageal surgery.
We have to thank the author for producing what

will certainly become the standard work on the
oesophagus.
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This volume is a compilation of the papers, and

their subsequent discussions, read during two con-
ferences held in London in I950 and I95I. The
participants are well known as authorities in their
respective fields. Some of the contributors came
from North America and the Continent of Europe.

The first part of Book I, dealing with' Hormones,
Psychology and Behaviour,' is chiefly about changes
in animal behaviour-mainly reproductive-under
experimental condition. The reviewer has been
interested for many years in Curt P. Richter's work.
His paper promised a good deal in its title 'The
Effect of Domestication on the Steroids of Animals
and Man.' But in spite of the warnings of other
speakers-that extrapolation of results from one
species to another is fraught with dangerous
fallacies-Richter goes from his experiments on the
wild Norway rat to the human in one easy jump.
He offers only a brief hypothesis about a possible
change in human behaviour arising from 'domesti-
cation,' without any evidence about their steroids.
The second part of Book I is on' The changes in

Psychology and Behaviour in Endocrine Disease,'
but here the observations were made cn a relatively
few cases, so that any deductions must be regarded
as needing confirmation.

Part III consists of two papers on psychological
and behavioural reactions as side effects of steroid
administration to humans for therapeutic purposes.

Part IV is rather grandiosely entitled 'The
Effect of Hormones on the Nervous System,' but
there is only one paper and that deals with some
experiments with gonadal hormones on rats.
The rest, Part V, is the report of a debate on

methodology.
Book 2 is on ' Steroid Hormone Administration.'

In this there is a larger assemblage of useful facts
and opinions for the clinicians use, particularly
those by Bishop and Folley on the absorption of
steroid implants in humans. This therapeutic
method could be used by the interested G.P. and
others to their patients' advantage.
The comments of Foss on the value of different

routes of application are important in view of his
long experience in this field.
There is also a warning against the use of oestro-

gens for the treatment of male acne. Whilst
successful in suppressing the acne it also depresses
spermatogenesis for very long periods; quite apart
from the impotence, which was usually accepted
by the patient as a reasonable price to pay for a
cure of the acne.

Rather disappointing from the clinician's point
of view is the paucity of reliable therapeutic
indications for the exhibition of hormones in many
of the cases seen in everyday practice. This book
shows, too, that at present there is virtually no
application of hormone estimation or treatment in
psychiatric disorders.
As the Editor of the series suggests, this book

makes stimulating reading, especially the discussions
following the papers and the debate on method-
ology. Parts of it, too, are of practical interest to
the 'pure' clinician as well as those involved in
endocrine research.

J.F.
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